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Thanksgiving Hymn Of Freedom

Words by
GORDON V. THOMPSON

Arrangement by A. CHUHALDIN

Netherlands Folk Song

1. We thank Thee for homestead and freedom;
   We have friends that are true friends; We

2. We live in a land that has long stood for freedom To
   here we are blessed with good neighbors Who

3. We thank Thee that thank Thee for freedom from bonds that enthrall; We
   speak and to write all the thought of the mind; A
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thank Thee that liberty dwells in our homeland; We land where the flag of the free is ever waving, The freedom from hate and from fear of all aggression, We praise Thee our God and we thank Thee for all. flag of liberty for the sons of mankind. render our thanks to the

2.

Father above.

Thanksgiving Hymn Of Freedom - 2
A Beautiful National Prayer

FATHER, GUIDE OUR NATION

Published in Two Keys
Bb (Low) and C (High)

Words and Music by
GORDON V. THOMPSON

REFRAIN

Father guide our nation

Safely through the night,

Pilot us securely

To the harbor light!

Though the storm be
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